
Preface to the Series 

The present volume is a component o[ a series that, when completed , 
will co nstitute a comprehensive survey o[ the many aspects of East 
Central European society. The publication of the !;cries has been 
facilitated by the generous financial support of the Soros Foundation in 
New York. 

The books in the series' volumes deal with the peoples WhOSL' 

homelands lie between the Germans to the West, the Russians to the 
East and North, and the Mediterranean and Adriatic Seal::l to the Soulh. 
They constitute a particular civilization, one tha t is at once an integra l 
part of Europe, yet substantially d iffero nt from the West . The area is 
characterized by rich variety in language, religion, and government. 
The study of this complex subject demands a multi·disciplinary approach 
and, accordingly, our contributors r epresent ~Iweral academic disci
pline::i. Tht::y have been drawn from universities and other scholarly 
institutions in the United States, Western Europe, as well as East 

• 	 Central Europe_ The author of the volume is an historian at Eot'loS 
Lorand Univer~ity in Budapest, Hungary, a nd at the present cu ltural 
attach~ at the Hungarian Embassy in Bucha rest, Roman ia . 

The Editor-in·Chief, of course, takes full responsibility for rnsuring 
the comprehensiveness, cohesion, internal ba lance, and scholarly Quali ty 
of the series he has launched. I cheerfully accept thi~ responsibility and 
intend th is work to be neither a justification nor a condemnation of t he 
policies, attitudes, and activities of any of the persons involved. At the 
same time, because the contributors represent so many different 
disciplines, interpretations, and schools of thought, our policy in this, as 
in past and future volumes, is to present their contl·ibutions without 
modification. 

B.K.K. 
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Foreword 

Hungary's defeat in the War ofindependence of 184849 marked th.· 
beginning of a radically new phase in Hungarian.Romanian relations, 
ushering in, 8S it did, two extraordinarily eventful decades of political 
interaction. 

After 1849 it was not only Hungarian and Polish exiles who wprp 

busy soliciting support throughout Western Europe, but also Romanian 
emigres from W:1 11achia and Moldavia. All of them wert: motivated by 
the same goal; to established independent nation-states of their own. 

The~c were the years when Lajos KORsuth and his community of 
refup,eps tried again a nd again to set the stage for another a ttempt at 
Hungary's winning its independence by recommending their cause and 
their arms to whatever European power might be at odd:; with Austria. 
During there same years, Romanian emigr~s and the official diplomatic 
representatives of Moldavia and Wallachia were bu~y paving the way 
for an independent Romanian state, and, after de facto union1 was 
accomplished in 1859, worked to consolidate2 for the Unitud Danubian 
Principalities by winning for it the recognition of all the great. powers. 

History has yet to reconcilp the conflicting, though in many ways 
analogous, interests that were behind aU this activity . The legacy of 
the revolutions of 184B, the increasing prevalence of bourgeois ways and 
values in both society and the economy, and the intensification of 
national sentiments among the various peoples of the region a ll became 
new sources of conflict. The validity of the historical boundaries and of 
the traditional hierarchies was constantly being called into Question. 
Some of the nations in this Habsburg-dominated part of eastern Ellrope 

Gh. Crieteo., Ittndependenta to.rii ~! ideea unit.1l.tii na~iono.l£I a poporulu i 
roman in obiect.ivul politici exWroe a domnilorului Alexandru lOaD CUZ(l," 
Reuisla de iswrie (1979),62; true, in fact, is th~ drlfl of the entire etudy: 31 .67. 

2 A. Stan, Grupdri fi curenif> politicp fn Romania fntre unire ~i illciepem1cn{d 
(Bucurel}ti, 1979), 139 . 
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found themselves fighting to preserve the status QUO, but most of them 
were struggling to change it . It was a volatile political situation, and 
Polish, Hungaria n and Romanian emig res all d id their best to exploit 
it, and to join the ir cause to the great stirr ing reshaping the center of 
Europe, the German and Italian unification movements. 

In the process ofthese diplomatic maneuverings, exi les and "offkial" 
politicians alike had to come to terms with how the nations saw one 
another, a nd to work out some basis on which they could cooperate to 
achieve both immediate and long-term goals. Self-examinations of this 
kind, however, inev itably necessitated their confronting the nature of 
the differences t hat loomed so large between them. In the final 
analysis, they found themselves not only having to take a close look at 
the other side, but also having to account for the historical role and 
in terests oftheir own nation and class. In other words, as fI;:tch side was 
forming his picture of the other, he was simultaneously defining his own 
ide nt ity. Because the sides were represented, for the most part, by 
histor ical fi gu res who came to acqui re heroic sl.a ture in the f:yes of 
poster ity, thei r impressions a nd attitudes had a n impact beyond the 
rea lm of poli tics. They became constitutive elements of Romanian and 
Hungarian national consciousness. 

This being the case, it is highly instructive to trace how Kossuth, the 
head of the Hungarian emigres, initially sought the cooperation of the 
Romanian principalities ' politicia ns largely because geographic and 
strategic considerations made this a necessary preliminary to any new 
military action in Hungary, ended up framing the proposal that was the 
most concrete summary of nineteenth-century Hungarian political 
thought: the "K litahya Const itution." This proposal was, in effect, and 
attem pt to reconcile one of the cornerstof).es of Hungarian liueral 
reformist thinking - the necessity of preserv in ~ hi storical 1 rungary '~ 

te rritorial integrity - with the expecta tions of Hungary 's ever more 
pol it ica lly aware minority natio nalities by providing for :.:iocia l reforms 
and politica l democratiza tion. 'When these provi~ions were found 
inadequate by those whom they were meant to placate . Kos~llth - after 
much soul·searching and debate with his fe llow emigr~s - finally 
endorsed a plan for the possible federa lization of historical Hungary, 
more exactly , of Transylvania a nd Hungary proper. His own version of 
the proposal wa;; presented a ~; part of a blueprin t for the comprehensive 
reorganization of the Danube valley into a democratic federation of free 
and coequal peoples: the "Plan for a Danubian Confedeiation". 

- xiv 

Still, logical and differentiated though it was, typologically, the plan 
was no more than a strategy for social modernization calculated to 
realize the Hungari an liberals ' ideal ofa fully enfranchised "historic.:a l" 
(as opposed to ethnic) "nation"_ Much as he a~onized over the interp re
tat ions that would be put on his proposal, aware as he of the preSSUff"! 
on him both form within the country and abroad - from foreign 
diplomats and his fellow emigres alike - to come up with an acceptable 
8olution tho the nationality conflictF; that had rent the country in 1848
1849, Kossuth could not transcend this conceptual scheml'. 

Unfortunately, for a variety of complex historical reasons, it was a 
vision of the future that neither suited nor appealed to quite a few of 
the peoples of central and southeastern Europe. Just how far it did not, 
became evident in the course of the protracted and oetell frustrating 
negotiations between the variou!:i elHigre groups, negotiations which 
were guing on at a time when one of the major facto rs, the new and still 
fragile Romanian state, was undergoing a self-definition to its own : it 
was not as yet clear which of the ideological orient.Rtions theoretically 
possible - the Wallach ian "bourgeois," the Transy lvanian "intellectual" 
or the Moldavian "historical" nation concept - would come to predomi
nate. More precise ly, in what proportions the three would intermix to 
define Romanian national consciousness , not least of all in response to 
the "challenge" that Hungary posed. 

For an understanding of this tripartite development as it defloed the 
historicallllvrnent, we shall be concerned with - the decade and a half 
between 1849 and 1864 - it was imperative to give an overview of the 
forces that shaped these three societies, For, across from the Hungari
ans, with their clear-cut sense of national identity, there sat at the 
negotiating tables Wallachian, Transylvanian and Moldavian politi
cians, each with his own dynamic vision of the unitary Romanian 
national consciousness. 

What was at stake in these negotiations was whether the attempts 
to overcomC' their differences would succeed ill helping theJl) unite in 
concerted action, or whether their hopes would prove illusory and the 
disappointlIlent lead to conclusions about one another prejudicial for 
future relations. 

The purpose of th is s tudy in to trace the history of these op.gotiations 
with the Romanian politicians of the Trans-Carpathian principalities 
from the excessive expectations that those involved attached to them in 
the 1850 's, to the more sober attempts of 1862-64, always keeping in 
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mind that the story unfolded against the background of both sides' 
changing perceptions of t.heir own possibiliti(' ~; , and that the outcome 
was by no means independent of these perceptions. 

xvi " 

Introduction 

From the Hungarian point of view, there could be no mooting the 
illipartance of cooperation between the Hu ngarian emigres and the 
Romanians of the Pri ncipalities. Except for the Voivodioa, Wallachia , 
and especially Moldavia l were the only territories through whi~h the 
compact Hungarian populations nfTransylvania , and of the Szekelyf6ld, 
Csik, Ha. romsz~k a nd Udva rhelyszek counties in particular) cou ld be 
reached wi th ff' Jali ve ease irone wanted to urge them to take up arms, 
or to ship to them th e arms for the revolut ion. As contemporaries saw 
it, the Principalities were the place for a ll commenci ng "operations". 

When Colonel J 6zsef Makk and General S~ ndor Ga l had tri.d to 
organize the resista nce in 1851-52, they, too, had concentrated on the 
Sz~kelyf6Id .2 General G~l's military plans were based, in no small 
measu re, on its being a wooded, mountainous region which could, 
however, be approached quite easily through Moldavia and Wallachia . 
Colonel Makk and his fellow conspirators had chosen Bucharest, the 
capital of \Vallachia, 85 one major center of thei r operations. This had 
enabled them to establish contact with the Romanian resistance. 
Genend Gal considered of utmost importance to Will over the 
Romanians, especially the Romanians of Transylvania,3 /() the' 
Hungarian. cause. Access to Tran~ylvanin ' s Hom ania ns, however, 
required at least th e taci t ITood will or the Roma nians acro::;:;) the 
Carpathians. Accordingly, a laler plan of G~l's (of around 1860), in 
wh ich he outlined alternate proposals for getting arms t hrough 
Moldavia to "M~ramaros" (sic) (Maramure.$l, called for giving the 
inhAbitants "satis factory concessions".4 

The Hungaria n em ig r~s. too, were well aware of something th at 
every Transy lvanian knew: for centuries, S2.~kely families had looked 
to the principa lit ies a:> a so urce of livelihood both as itinerant workers 
and as craftsmen and tradestllen.6 It was common enough to hear 
Hungarian spoken6 in Bucharest and in some of th e other larger 
towns, especialJy GC'lia ti and Bdhla. Th~ more affiuent boyars were 
likely to employ Sz6kely maids, and some employers even learned 
Hungarian'? Many of the pmigr~s knew of the CsAng6k8, the ethnic 
Hungaria n group living in Moldavia, descendants of th e Hungarians 
settled along the Szamos [Some~J river anrl in the Mez6seg by kings of 
the Arpad and the Anjou houses. They also knew of Sz~kelY8 who had 
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Moldavia in later centuries, especially ailer the clash with the Hab::oburg 
authorities a t M~deralva (Siculeni) in 1764. A number of the Hungarian 
emigres even thour-ht that the CsAng6k mip,ht prove useful allies9 if it 
ever came to concrete action. And though the contemporary estimates 
of the number of ethnic Hungarians living in the principalities w(:re 
often exaggerated,lO they did, in fact, form a relatively large group, 
not even counting the indigenous Roman Catholic Csang6k of Moldavia 
- referred to by their Romanian neighbor::; simply a::; "papists." U 

This raised hopes that when the tim~ came, they might be mobilized 
into an effectivr. forcf' . 

From the point of view of the Hungarian emigres, thprefore, 
Hungarian·Romanian cooperation was above all, a geographic and 
strategic necessity whose recognition was basic to their plans for 
Hungary and Transylvania. As Kossuth himself put it in 1860: 
"/Karacsay/" can hardly be more cognizant than I myself of the extreme 
and imperative importance of Moldavia and Wallachia to us as a 
strategic zone".12 The emigre General Gyorgy Klapkaj who for years 
was in charge of coordinating the various strands of Hungarian
Romanian cooperation, was no less categorical in 1859: "rn the 
immediate future I shall be dealing solely with the question of 
Moldavia_ It is this that I consider to be the basic and key issue of all 
our endeavors. Hungary's fate will be decided not along the Po River, 
but in the Szeret [Siret} Valley.,,13 In fact, we might adduce no end of 
quotations to the same effect, expressing, (among others,) the very 
similar Polish evaluation of the matter. 

The Danubian Principalities were, at the time, increasingly a focus 
of great powrr attention. The dE::dine of the Ottoman Empire was ever 
more evident, as was the growing vigor of the Hussian Empire. 
Moldavia and Wallachia were among the territories where Ruo.::iia was 
determined to exploit the Porte's weakness. Austria, France, and, 
indirectly, Brita in were all no }pss dptermined to prevent Russia's 
predominance in the region; thus, the Principalities became one locus 
of the clashing interests. Concurrently, their constitutional status 
Ottoman suzerainty - became something of an open question. 14 The 
C.. itnt' :m War 0853-1856), waged to forestall Russian expansion in 
Central Asia and in the Balkans,15 ended in victory of the Western 
Powers, but the logic of the new balance of power required the 
estoblishment of a strong, viable buffer stateI6 It also opened the 
door to French influence in the region. Louis Bonaparte Napoleon Ill's 
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commitment to promoting the expansion1? of French interests in 
eastern Europe, particularly in the Danubian Principalities, was the 
economic corollary of his political stratt:!g'y. Its goal was to undermine 
Austria and RUSSia, the two conservative pillars of the status quo 
established in 1815. He wanted to frustrate the effectiveness of 
Austria's capital and of Russia's armies, and to secure another 
bridgehead in the n'!,P,'ion, as indeed h(~ had worked to securp: Serbia.1S 

The best way to do this appeared to be the encourage the unitication of 
the two principaliti(~:;. Thus, it V.'H~; ~apoleon ur's own plans for th(~ 

area thai, made the i~;~ue of their unification a perrnanent feat.ure of 
European politi!.!::) in these ye:'lr::;, and it was beca t,l::;e of these plans that 
at least between 1856 and 1866, Romanian political leader could cou nt 
on France's support, waverinr: and self-serving though it was. 

It is ar,ainst this background that we must understand the union of 
Moldavia and Wallachia in 1859, the Homanian struggle for 
independence from Turkey. and the Romanians' French orientation19 

in their commi tment to the balance of power,20 a stance much decried 
by the Hungarian emigres. A propitiollspolitical constellation in itself, 
however, would never have resulted in the union of the two 
principalities. Romanian polities at the time were not merely a series 
of responses to external conditions. The union of Moldavia and 
Wallachia was seen as but the first step to the union of all the 
Romanian-speaking regions, and was a policy which evolved over years 
of ever-growing national consciousness. It was rooted in very real social 
and economic development, which, in the last few decades, had given 
rise to a generation of politicians capable of taking the nation's affairs 
in hand, and of linking it to Western European developments. These 
politicians played their parts on the political stage of Europe in the 
spirit of their own unique traditions and with their historical reflexes 
honed to enable them to exploit the possibilities for action that the 
European stage offert!d them. So highly equal were they to the task 
that initially, they won the f'f=lteem even of the Hungarian emigr~s. 
Lajos Kossuth, for insta nce, exprc::;:.>t:d hi::; si ncere admiration for the 
Romanian politiCian::. in having mana~p.d to elect Alexandru loan Cuza 
Prince of both Mold avia and Wallach in. "The feat they executed was as 
cunning 8S it w(:;:; patriotic," he ~_; ;lid, in reference to the fact tha t t hey 
had taken advantage of the loophole in the Treaty of Paris of 1858, 
which specified only that each prinCipality was to hold elections for a 
hospodar separately, but did not address the issue of whether the same 
person could bl:: elected by both. Continued Kossuth: "This is the spirit 
that is needed for people to become a nntion! or, if they have lost their 
nationhood, to wrest it back.,,21 

http:Serbia.1S
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Chapter I 

The Growth of Romanian Consciousness 
on Both Sides of the Carpathians 

It was under dire circumstances indeed that the Romanian people set 
out on the road to nationhood in the first decades of the nineteenth 
century. Three different empires - the Ottoman, the Austrian, and the 
Rusliiian - ruled Over their third of the Romanian population. The 
Romanians of Transylvania and Hungary were parts of the Austrian 
Empire by virtue of their coming under the Crown of Hungary, and 
after 1775, Bukovina, too, which originally belonged to MoldaviR, was 
an Austrian province. Bessarabia. the area between the Dniester and 
the Pruth, on the other hand, became a part of the Russian Empire by 
the Treaty of Bucharest of 1812. Moldavia and Wal1achia were under 
the suzerainty of the moribund Ottoman Empire. There were 
Romanians living south of the Danube as well, from Bulgaria to 
Albania aod from Serbia to Greece. Most of them were Macedo
Romanians, known by their neighbors as cinc6.rs or kuco-ulachs. 

Under the circumstances, there could be no homogeneous Romanian 
national development l , The situation was further complicated by the 
fact that the two Romanian principaiites, Moldavia and Wallachia, 
which were relatively the most homologous and seemed most suited to 
spearhead a national movement, had social and economic structures that 
were transitional forms between the Balkan and the Western European 
patterns of development. Though some recent research suggests that 
there were more considerable differences between the two principalities 
in respect 1..0 their social and economic structures than has generally 
been allowed, typologically both were, clearly, "noble" societies. The 
ruling class in both principalities wa::; the indigenous "boyar" class (a 
variety of accounts has been given of the origin and functions of this 
class2); its members, in theory, had personal possession of one third of 
the land, and were obliged to distribute the remaining two thirds among 
the peasantry. The legal status of the peasantry and their feudal 
obligations were roughly analogous to those of serfs throughout the rest 
of eastern Europe . Communities of free peasants . called mo~nefti in 
Wallachia and raze~i in Moldavia3 - were still to be found in both 
principalities but were in decline. 
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